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Abstract

High-rate GPS positioning has been recognized as a powerful tool in estimat-

ing epoch-wise station displacement which is particularly useful for seismology.

In this study, station displacements during the 12 May 2008 Mw 8.0 Wenchuan

earthquake are derived from the 1-Hz GPS data collected at a set of stations in

China. The impacts of integer ambiguity resolution and station environment-

dependent effects are investigated in order to yield more accurate results. The

position accuracy of horizontal components of better than 1 cm suggests that

GPS can sense the rapid position oscillation of about 2 cm in amplitude. Tempo-

ral and spatial analysis is applied to the surface displacement at station XANY

and the characteristics of the movements due to Rayleigh and Love waves are

detected and discussed. The comparison of GPS derived displacement with rel-

evant synthetic data computed based on a recently published rapture model

shows a reasonable agreement in waveform. The various differences in ampli-

tude need further investigation and also imply that rapture inversion might be
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improved if GPS derived displacement is assimilated.

Keywords: High-rate GPS data, Wenchuan earthquake, seismic displacement

1. Introduction1

In the earthquake studies, accelerometers, broadband seismometers, inter-2

ferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) and GPS are employed in order to3

resolve ground motions accurately over a range of frequencies and amplitudes4

which is very critical to the seismic rapture inversion. As is well known, each of5

them has its inherent strength and limitations. For example, accelerometers can6

capture the details of strong ground shaking near the source, but biased in the7

conversion from acceleration to displacement, whereas broadband seismometers8

are more sensible to ground motion but may saturate, and InSAR has a coarse9

temporal resolution of more than tens of days.10

Since decades, GPS plays an important role in the long-term crustal defor-11

mation monitoring and estimation of the co-seismic offsets. As GPS precision12

and methodologies have improved, high-rate GPS data have been used in mon-13

itoring transient and seismic deformation (Bock et al. , 2000; Larson et al.,14

2003; Kouba, 2003; Bock and Prawirodirdjo, 2004; Irwan et al., 2004). Several15

studies have confirmed that the displacement derived from high-rate GPS data16

coincides with those from the seismic sensors and the simulated platform shak-17

ing at the level of 6 mm (Bock and Prawirodirdjo, 2004; Elósegui et al., 2006;18

Emore et al., 2007).19

The high-rate GPS data can capture the rapid co-seismic ground displace-20

ments over a range of frequencies and amplitudes that are in some sense wider21

than the seismic sensors can do. For example, Wang et al. (2007) demonstrated22

that 1-Hz GPS data can sufficiently describe the crustal movement of which23

the frequency is over 0.5 Hz caused by earthquakes and Bock and Prawirodirdjo24

(2004) demonstrated its capability of detecting arbitrarily large dynamic ground25
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motions and sensing seismic surface waves from several hundreds or even thou-26

sands of kilometers away. More important is that the derive displacements have27

been already used into fault slip detections and rapture inversions (Chen et al.,28

2004; Langbein and Bock , 2004; Miyazaki et al., 2004; Blewitt et al., 2006;29

Sobolev et al., 2007; Hoechner et al., 2008).30

The 12 May 2008 Mw 8.0 Wenchuan earthquake devastated cities and claimed31

at least 69000 lives in Sichuan Province, China. Due to the very complicated32

geological structures in the region, the earthquake process is still under inves-33

tigation. More crucial is that the earthquake may trigger or hasten additional34

earthquakes (Toda et al., 2008).35

Due to the aforementioned advantages of GPS high-rate data and the failures36

of a number of seismic sensors during the earthquake, GPS-derived displace-37

ments may provide additional and more important information for the further38

in-depth studies on the rupture process. In this study, we estimate the dis-39

placements from the 1-Hz GPS data collected at a set of stations within China40

around the earthquake time using the data processing strategies with recent41

improvements to achieve the best results. The displacements are analyzed and42

interpreted in both the frequency and spatial domain for a better understanding43

of the contribution of Love and Rayleigh waves to the station movements. The44

synthetic displacements at the relevant GPS stations are computed as well from45

a recently published rapture model. In general, the observed seismic displace-46

ments agree well in waveform with the synthetics. The remaining disagreement47

in amplitude might be important for a more precise rapture inversion with the48

GPS derived displacements.49

2. GPS data processing50

To date, there are two approaches in estimating epoch-wise station posi-51

tions epoch-by-epoch with high-rate GPS data: network solution (Bock and52
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Prawirodirdjo, 2004; Larson, 2009)and Precise Point Positioning (PPP) tech-53

nique (Larson et al., 2003; Kouba, 2003; Geng et al., 2010).54

In the former approach at least one station must be fixed or tightly con-55

strained to its known values, although it is normally also displaced by the seis-56

mic motions. Therefore, the displacements estimated for the other stations are57

biased by the displacement of the fixed station. In order to obtain displacement58

with respect to a reference frame, stations which are not affected by the earth-59

quake should be included as reference stations into the data processing. As the60

position accuracy in the relative positioning degrades usually along with the61

baseline length, the inter-station distance is limited to several tens to hundreds62

kilometers as in the published studies (Bock and Prawirodirdjo, 2004; Larson,63

2009).64

In the PPP approach where satellite clocks and orbits are fixed to pre-65

estimated precise values, for example, the International GNSS services (IGS)66

final products, and the coordinates can be estimated station by station in the67

reference frame defined by the orbits and clocks. The ambiguity-fixing can also68

be performed in network mode or single point mode (Ge et al., 2008; Geng et69

al., 2010) which improves the horizontal accuracy significantly. However, orbit70

and clock errors may propagate directly into the estimated position, as they are71

fixed in the estimation.72

As the inter-station distances range from several hundreds to thousands kilo-73

meters (see Figure 1), the PPP approach will be employed in this study and the74

results are investigated carefully.75

2.1. Data set76

Among the hundreds of GPS stations in China, most of the stations that77

record 1-Hz GPS data are the regional CORS (Continuous Operational Refer-78

ence Station) stations. They are set up for providing precise positioning services79

over a region, for example, a large city or a province. The CORS systems are80
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now established only in large cities and in some of the developed provinces and81

not all the data are accessible due to the various policy of data management.82

We have collected the data at some stations of the CORS networks in Chongqin,83

Xi’an , Kunming, Wuhan and Shanghai which are about 350 km, 650 km, 100084

km, 1000 km and 1600 km away from the epicenter, respectively. Figure 1 shows85

the location of the cities and the earthquake epicenter. The station names are86

listed below the city names.87

2.2. Processing strategies88

The data are processed with the PANDA (Position And Navigation system89

Data Analyst) software which is developed at the GNSS Research Center at90

Wuhan University as a multi-functional tools for GNSS research and applica-91

tions (Liu and Ge, 2003; Shi et al., 2008). Its performances in precise static92

and kinematic positioning are demonstrated by Ge et al. (2008) and Geng et al.93

(2010).94

Data around the earthquake time, from 0:00 to 12:00 UTC on 12 May 2008,95

are processed in PPP mode, whereas the ambiguity-fixing is performed in net-96

work mode. The observation models in IERS (International Earth Rotation97

Services) conventions 2003 and recommended by IGS are implemented in the98

software and used in the data processing, such as tide displacement, absolute99

antenna phase center correction etc. Satellite orbits, clocks and Earth rotation100

parameters are fixed to the CODE (Center for Orbit Determination in Europe)101

final products. Station coordinates and receiver clocks are estimated epoch-102

by-epoch. The tropospheric delays are corrected using the zenith total delay103

(ZTD) from Saastamoinen model with the Vienna mapping function (Boehm et104

al., 2006). The residual ZTD is parameterized as a random walk process with105

a priori constraint of 10 cm to its initial state and 2cm/
√

hour power density.106

Zero-differenced ionosphere-free observations with elevation above 7◦ are used107

in the estimation with elevation-dependent weight. The least-squares estimator108
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with an efficient approach of removal and recovery of station coordinates and109

ambiguity parameters is employed in order to speed up the data processing (Ge110

et al., 2006).111

Data from the days before the earthquake are also processed in order to112

evaluate the effect of the multi-path and other station environment-dependent113

error sources. Sidereal filter is applied on the coordinate time series to improve114

the GPS derived displacement.115

3. Results and Discussion116

The epoch-wise station coordinates estimated from the days before the earth-117

quake using PPP approach are compared with their static solutions with the118

same data. The RMS of their differences is about 1.0 cm, 1.5 cm and 2.8 cm119

in the north, east and up components. The large RMS in the vertical com-120

ponent is because the height estimates are strongly correlated with the zenith121

tropospheric delays and are very sensitive to the tropospheric modeling and122

parameterization (Kouba, 2003).123

The horizontal components are improved by ambiguity-fixing to better than124

0.8 cm and 0.9 cm which is similar to the accuracy achieved by Geng et al125

(2010). Figure 2 shows an example for the improvement of ambiguity-fixing for126

station KMKC in Kunming city. The differences in the east and north directions127

between epoch-wise and static estimates are reduced after ambiguity-fixing from128

3.2 cm to 1.2 cm and 1.1 cm to 0.9 cm , respectively. A larger draft in the east129

component disappears in the fixed solution.130

Figure 3 shows the east component from the two days before the earthquake131

and the earthquake day of the station KMKC in Kunming city. The similar132

patterns repeated on daily base shown up in the time series imply that there are133

station dependent error sources, such as multi-path effects and performance of134

the receivers, which can be removed based on the results from previous days by135
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means of sidereal filter (Larson et al 2007). Figure 3, also shows the significant136

improvement of sidereal filter on the time series,which reduces the RMS from137

1.3 cm to 0.7 cm.138

3.1. Characteristics of seismic waveforms139

Seismic waveform data can provide an insight on the dynamic rupture process140

of the earthquake. Figure 4 shows the horizontal displacement starting at the141

earthquake epoch and lasting for 10 minutes at stations SHQP, HUPI, CHGO,142

XANY, and BISH which are located at different cities. They are arranged in143

terms of their distances to the epicenter from the top to the bottom panels.144

This is also reflected in the different response times of the station movements.145

From the time series, there are still systematic fluctuations of 1-2 centime-146

ters which might be caused by errors in satellite clocks and orbits fixed in the147

processing and by remaining station environment errors. However, the fluctu-148

ations are rather slow compared to the rapid position oscillations deduced by149

the earthquake. Therefore, the displacement of about 2 cm in amplitude at150

SHQP station in Shanghai which is about 1600 km from the epicenter can still151

be detected easily.152

Comparing the displacements at the five stations, we can indicate the fol-153

lowing three prominent characteristics. First of all, the amplitude of the dis-154

placement at the station BISH which is the nearest station to the epicenter is155

relatively small of only 5 cm, whereas the station XANY shows the largest am-156

plitude of up to 15 cm. Then, the co-seismic displacement at station XANY,157

lasting for up to 150 s, shows much more complicated information particularly158

at high frequency than that of other stations. Finally, once the surface seismic159

wave arrived, station CHGO moved west-southward whilst all other stations160

west-northward. As shown in the plots, the north component of station CHGO161

decreases while those of the other stations increase.162

All these issues may reflect the earthquake source dynamics. The fault of the163
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Wenchuan earthquake strikes from southwest to northeast and dips to north-164

west. The epicenter is located about the southwest end of the fault. The focal165

mechanism is dominated by the thrust fault but with a significant right-lateral166

strike-slip component in the northeast segment (Wang et al. 2008). The station167

XANY is just located in the direction of the rupture propagation and thus shows168

large amplitude with high-frequency content, resulted from the interference ef-169

fect.170

In order to better understand the observed seismic displacement waveforms,171

we calculated the synthetic seismograms at all the relevant stations (Fig. 5)172

using the reflectivity code by Wang (1999). The earthquake rupture model is173

adopted from Wang et al. (2008). In general, the observed GPS seismograms174

agree well with the synthetic results. Especially, the polarization of the start175

phase observed at most stations is verified by the seismic model. Also the large176

amplitude with high-frequency content at the station XANY is reasonable. On177

the other hand, however, the coda wave shown by the synthetic seismogram at178

XANY is considerably shorter than observed. A possible reason may be the179

site effect at this station that is not included in the synthetic data. In addition,180

the observed displacement amplitude at the station BISH is much smaller than181

expected.182

3.2. Surface waves observed at the station XANY183

We further analyzed the waveform of the co-seismic displacement at station184

XANY. Fortunately, this station is located in the direction of the rupture prop-185

agation, thus showing the largest directivity effect. In fact, the azimuth of the186

SW and NE end of the fault to the station is about 230◦ and 240◦, respectively,187

very close to the fault strike of 229◦. Therefore, we projected the two horizontal188

components of the synthetic and observed seismograms to the radial (N50◦E)189

and tangential (N140◦E) directions (upper panel of Fig. 6).190

It is obvious that the tangential component is significantly larger than the191
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radial component, consistent with the dominant thrust mechanism of the earth-192

quake. A good agreement can be seen between the synthetic and observed S193

wave signals with a characteristic duration of 35 sec that is about three times194

shorter than the rupture process of about 100 sec due to the Doppler effect.195

Whereas the arrival time of the S wave agrees well with that shown in the syn-196

thetic seismograms, the Love and Rayleigh waves arrive significantly later than197

expected theoretically, implying a lower crustal S wave velocity than that used198

in the seismic model.199

The surface waves are characterized by two dominant frequencies, around200

0.05 Hz (20 sec in period) and 0.15 Hz (7 sec). The lower frequency surface201

waves appear mainly in the head part of the seismograms (200. - 240. sec).202

This time window generally includes regional surface waves, as it can also be203

confirmed by the synthetic data. The higher frequency is given by the coda204

wave (lower right panel of Fig. 6) that is missing in the synthetic data. A205

possible explanation is the local effect based on several indications: (1) small206

head amplitude, (2) narrower frequency band and (3) less consistent polarization207

than the regional surface waves. Such coda wave is usually generated in local208

sediment basin.209

4. Conclusions210

We have processed the 1-Hz GPS data at several stations in China during211

the Wenchuan earthquake using PPP approach. Impacts of ambiguity-fixing212

and station environment on the derived station displacements are investigated.213

The RMS of better than 1 cm in the horizontal component of the displacements214

confirms that the rapid position oscillations caused by the earthquake of about215

2 cm in amplitude can be detected reliably.216

We have also compared the estimated station displacements with the syn-217

thetic data calculated from a recent published rapture model. In general, they218
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agree with each other, especially, in the polarization of the start phase. The219

largest surface waves were observed at the station XANY that is just located220

in the direction parallel with the rupture propagation. Both Rayleigh and Love221

wave signals have two dominant periods at about 20 sec and 7 sec. The shorter222

period is missing in the synthetic data and is possibly related to the local shallow223

sediment structure.224

The various differences between the observed GPS seismograms and the seis-225

mic model need further investigation and may also be a possibility that the rap-226

ture inversion can be still improved by assimilating GPS derived displacement.227
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Figure 1: Distribution of the 1-Hz GPS stations during the Mw 8.0 Wenchuan earthquake in

2008. The stations are mainly from the regional CORS networks from the relevant cities. The

station names are listed under the city names.
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Figure 2: Improvement of ambiguity-fixing on the estimated coordinates of station KMKC.

The differences in east and north directions between epoch-wise and static estimates are

reduced with ambiguity-fixing from 3.2 cm, 1.2 cm to 1.1 cm and 0.9 cm , respectively.
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buttom panel shows the differences on the earthquake day and the differences after removing

the systematic error using sidereal filtering where the rms is improved from 1.3 cm to 0.7 cm.
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Figure 4: Displacement in east and north directions for stations SHQP, HUPI, CHGO, XANY,

and BISH since the earthquake time. They are in the decreasing order of their distances to

the epicenter from top to button.
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Figure 5: The synthetic seismograms at the stations SHQP, HUPI, CHGO, XANY, and BISH

using the reflectivity code by Wang (1999). The earthquake rupture model is adopted from

Wang et al. (2008).
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Figure 6: Co-seismic displacement at the station XANY, projected in radial and tangential

directions to the epicenter. The upper panel (a)shows the comparison with the synthetic

seismograms and (b) the polarization and Fourier spectrum at selected time intervals.
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